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25 October 2020 

 

The Directors 
The Coca-Cola Company 
One Coca-Cola Plaza 
Atlanta, Georgia, 30313 
United States of America 
 
Attention: James Quincey 
 
 

 
 

Dear Mr Quincey 

Potential acquisition of shares in Coca-Cola Amatil Limited 

I refer to our recent preliminary discussions in relation to a potential transaction involving 
a non-binding, indicative offer from Coca-Cola European Partners plc (CCEP) to Coca-
Cola Amatil Limited (CCA) to acquire all of the ordinary shares in CCA (CCA Shares) 
held by shareholders other than The Coca-Cola Company (TCCC), pursuant to a scheme 
of arrangement (the Proposal). 

In connection with the Proposal, we wish to agree a transaction with TCCC in relation to 
all of the CCA Shares held by TCCC and its subsidiaries (TCCC Shares) whereby CCEP 
will commit to buy: 

(a) some or all of the TCCC Shares at implementation of the Proposal, and  

(b) any remainder of the TCCC Shares thereafter, 

in each case, subject to obtaining joint bid relief from the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC) and substantially reflecting the terms and conditions set 
out in Annexure A (Potential Transaction). 

The parties acknowledge that the terms and conditions of the Potential Transaction are 
yet to be finalised or definitively documented and there is no assurance that any Potential 
Transaction will be entered into or will successfully complete.  The parties further 
acknowledge and agree that: 

(a) nothing in this letter restricts, or gives CCEP any power to directly or indirectly 
control, the voting or disposal of any TCCC Shares, or otherwise results or is 
intended to result in CCEP acquiring a Relevant Interest (as defined in the 
Australian Corporations Act 2001 (Corporations Act)) in any TCCC Shares; 

(b) any agreement with respect to the acquisition of TCCC Shares under a Potential 
Transaction including in this letter will be subject to obtaining joint bid relief from 
ASIC and will otherwise comply with the conditions of section 609(7) of the 
Corporations Act; 
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(c) either party is free to terminate discussions with respect to the Potential 
Transaction at any time; 

(d) CCEP and its related bodies corporate (as defined in the Corporations Act) 
(Related Bodies Corporate) will be entitled to make all decisions in relation to 
agreeing and implementing the Proposal with CCA, including negotiating any 
scheme implementation agreement, exercising any right held or taking any action 
in connection with the scheme or scheme implementation agreement (including 
without limitation, amending the terms of the scheme, waiving any scheme 
conditions and terminating the scheme implementation agreement); and 

(e) TCCC and its associates will not participate in the Proposal. 

Until a Potential Transaction is entered into or the parties terminate discussions with 
respect to a Potential Transaction, CCEP and TCCC agree to, and will procure that their 
respective Related Bodies Corporate: 

(a) co-operate with each other to agree a Potential Transaction; 

(b) keep each other informed on a timely basis of all developments and issues which 
may affect the implementation or success of the Potential Transaction; and 

(c) work together to conclude in a timely manner, and provide all information 
reasonably necessary for the preparation of, binding documents required to effect 
the Potential Transaction, including a cooperation and sale deed substantially 
reflecting the terms set out in Annexure A and an application by CCA to ASIC for 
joint bid relief. 

Each party acknowledges that the other may be required by applicable law and the ASX 
Listing Rules (or the rules of a recognised securities exchange) to publicly disclose the 
existence and contents of this letter and confirms that it does not object to such disclosure. 
The parties will provide each other with sufficient and timely information, including, to the 
extent permitted by law, consulting in good faith on the content of such disclosures and 
otherwise co-operate with each other, to make the disclosures required, within the time 
limits prescribed, by, Parts 5.1 and 6C.1 of the Corporations Act, and any other disclosure 
required by law. However, each party agrees not to make public disclosure of any other 
discussions or negotiations in relation to the Potential Transaction other than to the extent 
required by applicable law or the rules of a recognised securities exchange. 

For the avoidance of doubt, this letter does not constitute a proposal on the part of CCEP 
or TCCC or any of their Related Bodies Corporate to make a takeover bid for CCA for the 
purposes of section 631 of the Corporations Act.  

Yours sincerely 

 

 
Sol Daurella Comadrán 
Chairman, CCEP 





 

 

 

 

 



 

 


